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Welcome, thank you for coming
Introductions
Zoom housekeeping: mute, camera off.
Presentation should be about an hour.
Taking questions at the end, you can post questions along the way in the chat and we
will address those at the end of the presentation.
This presentation covers information for the public comment period on the draft 2020
Stormwater Management Manual and updates to Title 17.38. It includes:
‐
Schedule
‐
Information about the public comment period
‐
A summary of key changes in the 2020 Stormwater Management Manual and
Title 17.38
‐
‐

Presentation about an hour
Time for Q&A at the end
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Stormwater Management Manual & 17.38
What:
• Requires stormwater management for
development activities that construct or
alter impervious area.
• Protects drainageways on private property.
Why:
• Comply with regulatory requirements
• Protect watershed health
• Meet stormwater system needs
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17.38 is the chapter of city code that provides the authority for the SWMM, as well as
the Source Control Manual and the Maintenance Inspection Program
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Adoption and Review Schedule
Schedule
• May 18th Public comment open
• June 19th Public comment closed
• August/September City Council for 17.38 updates
• October 2020 SWMM in effect: 3 month grace period starts

SWMM Version Applicability:
3‐month grace period where either manual can be used
• Land use reviews will be conducted under the manual in place at the time of submittal of a
complete application
• Building permits will be reviewed based on the permit “in date.”
• Public Works Projects will be reviewed based on the date the Concept Development Submittal is
accepted for review.
• CIP/IA projects will be reviewed based on 60% plan submittal date.
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Public comment started on 5/18/2020 and will close on 6/19/2020
Changes to 17.38 will go to City Council in August/September
The anticipated effective date for the 2020 SWMM and updated 17.38 is October
After the effective date, there is a three‐month period of time where projects may
choose to use either the 2016 or 2020 SWMM
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Public Comment Period
Materials available online:
www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/
2020SWMM
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Please reach out through whatever means of communication work best for you.
Send us an email
Call on the phone
We prefer if you submit comments as requested online but are happy to take them in
whatever format works for you.
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Resource

Purpose

2020 SWMM
2020 SWMM Appendices
2020 SWMM details

The full text of the proposed SWMM for review

2020 SWMM Summary of
Changes

This document steps through the SWMM section by section highlighting changes.
We recommend having this on hand while you read the SWMM to guide your
review. (21 pages)

2020 SWMM Geographic
Impact Summary

This handout summarizes impacts to facility sizes designed under the presumptive
and performance approach by area of Portland. (3 pages)

Chapter 17.38 ‐ clean version
Chapter 17.38 – strike through

Proposed changes to Title 17.38 for public comment

2020 SWMM Presentation

A copy of this presentation with associated notes

Excel Comment Forms

Excel spreadsheets with labeled columns for compiling and submitting comments.

PAC Test Harness

Program files for the BETA PAC calculator. COMING SOON
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17.38 Update
What:
17.38 is the City Code that gives BES
the authority for the SWMM, and
portions of the Maintenance
Inspection Program and Source
Control Manual.
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•
•
•
•
•

Update:
• Processing 17.38 updates with
SWMM updates.
• Updated language to better match
current terminology including
definitions and gender neutral
language.
• Removed some specific details
that remain in administrative
rules.
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BES regularly reviews its Portland City Code (PCC) Chapters and administrative
rules to identify changes needed to update language, fix incorrect cross‐
references, and improve clarity.
Significant policy changes that impact stormwater management requirements are
reflected in the SWMM.
Much of 17.38 is being updated to modernize language, and to better align the
structure with regulatory programs (SWMM, Source Control Manual).
Some specific language was removed because it is included in administrative rule,
e.g., exemptions to administrative rules.
Added retrofits to 17.38 to improve consistency with SWMM requirements.
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2020 SWMM Update Overview
• Improve clarity
• Continue to comply with
regulations
• Increase technical rigor and
facility performance
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2020 SWMM Overview of Changes
Major updates to:
‐ Language
‐ Organization
‐ Triggers
‐ Hierarchy
‐ Water quality storm
‐ Flow control standards
‐ Geotechnical investigations
‐ Green Street details
‐ Drainage Reserve requirements and
guidance
Environmental Services l SWMM
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New Table of Contents
Chapter 1 – Requirements and Policies
Chapter 2 – Stormwater Facility Selection and Sizing
Chapter 3 – Private Facilities
Chapter 4 – Public Facilities
Chapter 5 – Drainage Reserves
Chapter 6 – Vendor List Applications
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The SWMM has a new organization that better aligns with user needs.
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Ch 1: Triggers ‐ Pavement
Triggers (500 sf):
• Creation of new impervious area
• Redevelopment of existing impervious
area
Exemptions:
• Pavement maintenance or repair
• Utility trenching.
• Base repair, utility trenching and
pavement repair of public streets when
≤ 50% of the street width is removed
and repaved.

Maintenance, new definition:
• Allows exposure of the underlying gravel
• Pavement must be replaced in‐kind
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The 2020 SWMM changes triggers for pavement work.
The triggers and exemptions that apply to pavement work are summarized here
including ones that are remaining and ones that are different.
A major change is a change in the definition of maintenance for pavement work.
•
Work is considered redevelopment when the underlying soil is exposed or
pavement type is changed.
•
The new definition allows for exposure of the underlying gravel.
•
Pavement must be replaced in‐kind, e.g. switching from asphalt to concrete will
not count as maintenance.
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Ch 1: Triggers – Pavement, 2020 Major Changes
Removing some exemptions
• Improve clarity &
consistency
• Increase transparency
• Align with regulatory
requirements

Sidewalk and ADA only projects will
trigger unless it is maintenance
• These project types will be eligible to
pay the Special Circumstances fee
without additional design justification
Locations with existing curb will now
trigger stormwater if they meet the other
triggering criteria
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Removing blanket exemption for Sidewalk and Safety projects
Impact:
‐
More sidewalks & ADA will trigger
All replacement of sidewalks and paths in‐kind will be considered maintenance
regardless of the condition of the aggregate base. This acknowledges that this kind of
work is often field‐fit and does not include investigations of the existing base.
We also will no longer take into consideration whether or not there is an existing curb
when determining stormwater requirements.
Often projects with existing curbs and projects converting existing corners with curb to
ADA ramps will fall under the maintenance exemption.
Developed a staff review special circumstance process that these project will be eligible
for
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Ch 1: Special Circumstances – Staff Review
New SC process for sidewalk and ADA
projects that are no longer exempt.
• No application fee
• No additional justification that
providing stormwater management is
infeasible. It is assumed to be
infeasible for these project types.
• Allows for staff review – the plan
reviewer can decide
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Staff Review: a new fast track process was developed to acknowledge that providing
stormwater management for standalone sidewalk and ADA projects is often technically
infeasible. There is no application fee, staff will have the ability to approve SC cases
which will make the process quicker.
Projects that meet these criteria are eligible for staff review special circumstances:
•
A project that creates, expands or replaces sidewalk behind an existing curb in the
right‐of‐way;
•
A project that creates, expands, or replaces pedestrian paths or walkways that
cannot be otherwise managed; or
•
A project that adds or replaces impervious area to meet Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.
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Ch 1: Triggers – Vertical Construction
Trigger:
• Additions to structures within an
existing building footprint.

Exemptions
• Constructing additions to an
existing structure within the
existing building footprint if the
new area is less than 10,000 ft2.
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Increased the threshold for when additions to existing structures within an existing
building footprint require stormwater management.
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Ch 1: Hierarchy
Determine Discharge Point
Level 1: Onsite infiltration

Select facility

• Surface and UIC

Use Infiltration and Vegetated
Facilities

• Ecoroof exception

Infiltration is our primary goal

Level 2: Offsite to Storm System

Vegetation provides many benefits:
• Habitat
• Urban heat island
• Resiliency
• Livability

Level 3: Offsite to Combined
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Made these changes to:
•
Align with current practice
•
Increase transparency
•
Separate discharge point from facility selection because these are somewhat
distinct decisions.
•
Continue to prioritize vegetated facilities and infiltration.
Also removed “Impervious Area Reduction Techniques” to reduce confusion around
requirements for ecoroofs and porous pavement in storm reports and for O&M
requirements.
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Facility Sizing
• Increasing the water quality design
storm
• Changing flow control standards
• Changing engineering assumptions
• These changes mostly impact fully lined
facilities and facilities with underdrains
designed with the PAC calculator
• Minimal changes to SIM facilities
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The 2020 SWMM includes many changes to engineering assumptions, performance
standards, and facility design details that will impact the sizes of facilities designed
using the presumptive or performance approach.
These changes will be incorporated into the PAC
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Facility Sizing: Engineering Assumptions
Blended Soil
Increased design infiltration rate from 2 in/hr to 6 in/hr
to better reflect observations
Pre‐development Curve Numbers
Based on hydrologic soil group to remove
guess‐work (in SDFDM)
NRCS Soil Type Pre‐development Curve Number
A

65

B
C

72
79

D

81
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Increasing the assumed infiltration of the blended soil from 2 in/hr to 6 in/hr to match
observations.
•
This will acknowledge that facilities filter more water than with current
assumptions.
•
Has the biggest impact on lined facilities.
•
Allows infiltration facilities to be sized with infiltration rates up to 6 in/hr instead
of being limited to 2 in/hr even when native soil infiltration rates are higher.
Setting predevelopment curve numbers based on hydrologic soil group
•
This removes guess‐work for flow control facility design
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Facility Sizing: Water Quality
Water Quality Storm
Increased to 1.61” to continue to meet MS4 permit requirements
Impact
Facilities that are lined and those with underdrains that are sized for water
quality treatment only
Water Quality Only Facility Sizes
• <2% of the catchment area
Environmental Services l SWMM
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Increasing the size of the volume‐based water quality design storm (SBUH 24‐hour
storm depth) to continue to meet our permit requirements
The rate‐based (Rational method intensity) water quality design storm intensity
remains unchanged. 0.19 in/hr
This impacts facilities that are sized for water quality treatment only. These are lined (or
underdrained facilities) that are typically constructed in places that discharge to the
Willamette River or Columbia Slough.
This change paired with the updated infiltration rate for the imported media means
that these facilities increase in size an incremental amount.
Water quality only facilities will remain the smallest in the City at less than 2% of the
catchment area being treated.
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Facility Sizing: Flow control requirements
Flow Control
Modified requirements to make them
achievable, with reasonable facility
sizes
Requiring more orifice control
If catchment area is too small to meet
flow control requirements instead:
• filter the 25‐yr, 24‐hr storm runoff
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KEY CHANGES

Storm Only (MS4):
Match pre and post 24‐hr storm
peak flows for:
½ the 2‐year
5‐yr
10‐yr
25‐yr

Combined:
Reduce the peak for the
25‐yr, 24‐hr post development
to
10‐yr, 24‐hr pre‐development
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Made changes to flow control requirements to improve reliability of flow control
facilities and to make providing flow control technically achievable.
The key changes are:
‐
Requiring more orifice control in facilities
‐
Changing the flow control requirement for facilities in the MS4/storm only area to
require limiting the ½ the 2‐year post‐development peak flow to ½ the 2‐year pre‐
development peak flow
‐
Setting a new requirement for facility sizing for catchment areas that are too
small to be sized for flow control
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Facility Size Impacts: Flow control
Typical facility sizes, as a % of the catchment area with the following
assumptions:
• Using typical pre‐development curve numbers for each storm system
• Assuming a lined planter
• Facilities sized with orifice control

MS4
Storm Sewer
Combined
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Pre‐dev
CN
79
79
72

Private
6%
4%
4%

Public
8.5%
6.5%
5%

Facilities sized for flow
control in the separated
area are large enough to
meet water quality
requirements
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The proposed changes have a varying impact, in some situations, facilities get smaller,
in some they get larger.
•
The combination of changes in engineering approaches primarily impacts sizing
for lined (or underdrained) facilities
•
The greatest increase in facility sizes is in the MS4 area where right‐of‐way
facilities are now 8.5% of the catchment area.
•
Impacts are more significant to public right‐of‐way facilities because the
maximum ponding depth is 9” instead of 18”
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Chapter 2 Facility Selection and Sizing
Design Approach
• Outlines applicability of the simplified, presumptive and performance approach.
• A list of project types where the simplified approach is not applicable

Site Evaluation
•
•
•
•

Location (plan districts, environmental overlay zones, City’s stormwater systems
Setbacks
Subsurface conditions (landslide areas, contamination, fill, soil types, groundwater)
Infiltration Testing and Subsurface Investigations

Selection Sizing and Design
• Summary tables
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Facility selection and sizing in the SWMM has been completely reorganized to better
align with the design process.
‐
First, projects are oriented to the design approaches: simplified, presumptive and
performance since other site evaluations are dependent on this.
‐
Next, an overview of site evaluation criteria is included that helps designers
understand site constraints that my impact stormwater design such as zoning,
setback requirements, and landslide hazard areas.
‐
Within site evaluation, we’ve provided updated requirements for
infiltration testing and subsurface investigations
‐
Finally, the chapter ends with facility design criteria and engineering guidance
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Ch 2: Groundwater & Infiltration Testing Updates
Borings
• Submit bore log soil classification data
• Added specificity around required depth of borings

Groundwater Measurement
• Do a depth to groundwater investigation if seasonal high
groundwater <50 ft
• 1 hr for groundwater stabilization (instead of 24 hrs)

Infiltration Tests
•
•
•
•

Maximum required testing depth is 30 ft
1 hr for presoaking (instead of 4 hrs to overnight)
Pit test: requires 2 ft x 2 ft hole (no unlined auger holes)
Additional guidance for encased falling head and direct
infiltration tests
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Completed a significant review of geotechnical and infiltration testing requirements.
Geotechnical reports will require submittal of the bore log soil classification data.
Infiltration tests:
‐
The maximum depth BES will require infiltration testing to is 30 ft, applicants may
choose to investigate deeper than that.
‐
Reduced the presoak time to 1 hour
‐
Specified the minimum size for a pit test to clarify that an auger hole is not
acceptable
‐
Additional guidance for encased falling head and direct infiltration tests
‐
Set a minimum quantity of water for the direct infiltration test for
sites that cannot maintain a head
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Ch 2: Site‐specific investigations
BES position….

BES may require…

• Infiltration into fill is typically not
acceptable (below fill is typically
more acceptable)

• Geotechnical investigation showing
long‐term infiltration is feasible and
not likely to result in adverse impacts

• Infiltration should not mobilize
contamination

• Environmental Investigation showing
infiltration is not reasonably likely to
result in water quality degradation
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The 2020 SWMM adds more detailed information for sites proposing to infiltrate in fill
and on contaminated sites.
Our position that both of these practices is discouraged remains unchanged
Sites that propose this would require additional geotechnical and environmental
investigations, and analysis
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Ch 2: Site design
• Escape Route: Change from requirement
to recommendation.
• Setbacks: Allow a zero setback to a
property line adjacent to the right‐of‐
way for surface infiltration facilities.
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We are changing the escape route from a requirement to a recommendation to better
align with the practicalities of implementation.
Updated facility setbacks including eliminating the setback requirement from the right‐
of‐way
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Performance Approach Calculator: PAC
Full update to the PAC to
incorporate:
• Facility design changes
• Orifice control
• Updated engineering assumptions
• New design criteria
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PAC Public Comment:
• BETA Test Harness available:
• Can perform facility sizing
• Does not include the front‐end web
interface, this will be ready for
implementation

• Info Sessions to demonstrate
using the Test Harness
• Tuesday May 26th, 10:00 am
• Wednesday May 27th, 2:00 pm
• Register online:
www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/2020
SWMM
24
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Chapter 3: Private Facilities
• Ecoroofs, permeable pavement
• Surface Facilities
• Dispersion – filter strips, driveway
center strips, downspout extensions
• Bioretention – rain gardens, basins,
planters
• Other – sand filters, grassy swales,
ponds
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• UICs
• Drywells
• Soakage trenches
• Subsurface sand filters

• Other facilities
• Manufactured technologies (MSTTs)
• Rainwater harvesting
• Structured detention facilities
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The most important change is to the organization for surface facilities, which are now
grouped by dispersion, bioretention and “other” facility types. To avoid redundancy and
confusion about the cross‐sections and design guidance, infiltration swales have been
removed as a separate facility type – apply the design criteria for basins.
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Ch. 3 Layout Changes
• Common design elements
• Grouped together for surface facilities
• Check dams, growing medium, underdrains,
orifices, etc.

• Facility details
• Positioned with facility chapter sections
• New markings distinguish different design
approaches

• At the end of the chapter
• Submittal requirements and forms
• O&M forms
• Plant Lists
Environmental Services l SWMM
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The overall layout has been updated to reduce repetition and make the information
easier to access.
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Ch 3: Ecoroofs
• Updated planning & zoning
requirements
• Guidance for sizing ecoroofs that
cover part of the roof
• Exemption from infiltration testing
requirements for ecoroofs
covering at least 60% of roof area
• Guidance for systems with >6” of
media
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Design guidance has been added for ecoroofs providing partial coverage, including
ecoroofs that provide at least 60% coverage and meet the criteria for an exemption
from the requirement to test infiltration rates – BES will not require onsite infiltration if
the criteria are met. Guidance for thicker green roofs and roof gardens has been added.
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Ch 3: Bioretention w/Underdrain ‐ Configuration
• Required for Presumptive and
Performance Approaches
• Slotted underdrain
• A single aggregate surrounds the
underdrain (1/4”‐#10 angular
aggregate)
• Maximum length = ¼ of facility
• Increased soil volume & water
holding capacity
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The underdrain setup for facilities designed with the Simplified Approach hasn’t
changed, but the standard underdrain for basins and planters designed under the
Presumptive or Performance Approaches is shorter. It includes a slotted well‐casing
pipe surrounded by a single filter aggregate (choker course). The change should
improve stormwater management characteristics and summer plant health by
increasing retention. The change should also simplify construction.
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Ch 3: Bioretention w/Underdrain – Orifice Requirement
• Required in many cases for PRE & PER Approaches
• Minimum sizes:
• 3/8” For underdrain‐only discharge (all flow is filtered).
• 1” For a combination of underdrain and overflow
discharge. Orifice protection such as screening is
required.

• Access for maintenance is required.
• SWMM provides configuration suggestions, but it’s
the designer’s responsibility to ensure reliability
and access.
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Like some other jurisdictions, BES is now requiring the use of flow‐control orifices for
some systems with underdrains, depending on catchment size. The use of orifices will
make performance (flow control) more reliable and predictable. It will also ensure the
soil in the facility is more evenly wetted, addressing the problem of preferential flow
path and improving plant health. The SWMM provides examples of potential
configurations; it’s the responsibility of the designer to provide a specific design that is
reliable and easy to access for maintenance.
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Ch 3: Orifice Configuration ‐ Examples
• A. Setup where all of
the flow is filtered – no
additional protection
required
• B. Setup where orifice
handles some
unfiltered flow –
additional protection
required
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Two examples are shown of potential configurations fitted with an orifice. In the first
case (A) the underdrain discharges into an overflow structure – all of the discharge
passing through the orifice has been filtered through the layer of facility soil. In the
second case (B), the underdrain discharges into a sumped maintenance hole. In large
storms the orifice will pass some unfiltered flow and therefore additional protection is
required (in the form of a stainless screen in this example).
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Ch 3: New Facility Types
Driveway Center Strip (SIM Approach)
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Surface Sand Filter (SIM Approach)
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Driveway center strips have been added as a separate facility type to be designed under
the Simplified Approach. They can be used in all soil types and they be can be
vegetated or covered in gravel. There are limits on the dimensions.
Sand filters have been added under the Simplified Approach. BES will limit their
application to locations where planters are unfeasible, for instance in shady places, and
approve them only on a case‐by‐case basis. A sand gradation test is required.
Subsurface sand filters are still allowed under the Performance Approach.
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Ch 3: Filter Strips
• SIM Approach
• Applicability expanded to >500sf
of contributing pavement
• Allowed for all soil types
• Maximum width of the impervious
area draining to the filter strip is
12 feet
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Filter strips must be sized under the SIM Approach. The new sizing chart allows for
larger catchment areas and addresses infiltration rate, slope, and whether there's a
discharge point. These changes should allow wider application of filter strips.
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Ch 3: Downspout Extensions
• Only allowed as a retrofit to
existing development
• No permit review or
inspection
• No changes to the detail
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The SWMM continues to include downspout extensions, with no change to the detail.
The only notable change is that BES no longer allows this approach for new and
redevelopment. Permitting and inspection of downspout extensions have proven very
problematic; concerns about the safe application of the approach is the reason for the
restriction in its use.
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Ch 3: Updated ‐ UICs
• Includes
• Drywells
• Soakage trenches, including chambers
• Subsurface sand filters

• Pretreatment requirements are
summarized in a table.
• Details include standard sedimentation
maintenance hole for cases
where pretreatment is required.
• (Bureau is shifting from “manhole” to
“maintenance hole” )
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The list of UICs hasn't changed; pretreatment requirements are summarized in a table
and should be easier to find; there's now a detail for a standard sedimentation
maintenance hole of the type BES installs in the right‐of‐way.
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Ch 3: Drywells
• SIM sizing table has been updated.
• Maximum SIM catchment area is 5,000sf.
• Additional guidance for Performance
Approach designs, including drywells
under buildings.
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BES has re‐evaluated SIM drywell sizes to ensure drywells are
sized adequately to provide onsite disposal. Some SIM approach sites will need to
install a larger drywell than under the 2016 SWMM. Most sites will be able to use the
same size.
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Ch 3: Post‐Construction Testing for DWs
• Post‐construction testing can confirm design
assumptions or confirm whether additional
drywells are needed.
• Criteria added for:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum test duration
Standing head test
Drawdown test
Safety factor
Maximum extrapolation factor for developing a
performance estimate for the facility
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The SWMM now includes criteria for conducting capacity tests for drywells after they
have been constructed. Designers sometimes do post‐construction tests to confirm
performance or whether additional drywells are needed to meet stormwater
management requirements. The criteria balance the need for reasonable test
requirements (test length, quantity of water, etc.) with the need for accuracy.
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Ch 3: SIM Soakage Trench – Standard Sizing Unit
• Based on square footage of
the trench than length
• 25 sf of trench per 500 sf of
catchment area
• Vertical dimension remains
the same (1.5’)
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For design ease, and to allow for different configurations, the standard sizing unit is
now based on the square footage of the trench rather than the length.
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Ch 3: New Details
Check Dam
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Flow Dissipator
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New details have been added providing examples of simple check dams for basins and
flow dissipators for larger facilities that spread flow across the surface.
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Ch 3: New Details Format
• New tab to avoid confusion about
SIM vs. PRE/PER details
• Construction considerations are
called out in a separate box
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To address confusion about which details apply to the different design approaches, a
tab has been added on the right side of the page. Construction considerations are now
called out in an inset box for easy reference.
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Ch 4 – Right‐of‐way Facilities
Swales
Planters
Curb extensions
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Chapter 4 includes the design requirements for facilities that are allowed in the ROW.
The requirements for all vegetated facility types (previously planter, swale and curb
extension) are combined into one section. Changes have also been made to MSTT, tree
credit, and structured detentions sections.
We are moving away from the term swale. In the ROW when the facility is behind the
curb‐line, we are calling it a planting strip or furnishing zone facility. It could be
configured as a planter or a facility with side slopes.
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Ch 4 – Design Guidance
New organization for Vegetated Facility (Green Street) section
4.2.2. Guidelines for Site Design
• pedestrian circulation
• barriers
• existing sidewalks
• maintenance access
• future development
• tree coordination
• utility coordination
• setbacks.
curb extensions
planting strip facilities
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4.2.3 Guidelines for Stormwater Design
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

soil suitability
sizing
slopes
ponding depth
inlets
forebays
outlets
liners
piping

•underdrain orifice
•check dams
•drainage layer
•blended soil
•landscape
•plant lists
•temporary erosion control
•mulch
•2‐year Maintenance Warranty
period.
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The organization for the vegetated facility section has a new sub‐section for site design
guidance (staring on page 4‐6) that reflects the best practices that BES/PBOT have been
using and new guidance on site coordination for future development, tree and utility
coordination. All of the curb extension‐specific (page 4‐9) and planting strip‐specific
(page 4‐16) information is consolidated into respective sections that include
information for maximum and minimum lengths and widths among other information.
The guidelines for stormwater design section (starting on page 4‐16) has some new
information including how to measure ponding depth, new inlet and forebay
requirements, and new underdrain configuration.
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Ch 4 – Design Guidance
4.2.2 Site Design
Align intersection striping
If an intersection is a marked crosswalk, the markings for the crosswalk perpendicular to
the facility should either be aligned with the edge of the facility or pulled back from the
facility to prevent a visually impaired pedestrian from walking into the facility. See Figure
4‐5 and Figure 4‐6 for acceptable and unacceptable striping alignments, respectively.

Don’t “lead” pedestrians into a facility
In rare cases, the design may result in a sidewalk that “leads” into a facility (see Figure
4‐7). This can be unsafe for pedestrians, who are expecting the sidewalk to continue.
Solutions to this problem include planting a tree or using other landscape on the ground
plane; installing a sign or power/light pole, if either is needed in the location; or a railing‐
type barrier (see Figure 4‐8).

Plan for maintenance access
When designing facilities and streets, the safety of future maintenance staff and the
logistics of accessing the facility should be considered.
• Is nearby parking accessible?
• Provide a buffer from traffic on median facilities
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A new Site Design Guidance section adds more guidance for pedestrian circulation
around curb ramps and sidewalk, including when a barrier might be needed. There are
new maintenance access suggestions to address safety of workers in facilities. The
guidelines will improve safety for pedestrians (in particular the visually impaired),
vehicles, and maintenance staff.
Page 4‐ 6, Intersections striping.
Page 4‐7, Don’t lead pedestrians into a facility.
Page 4‐8, Plan for maintenance access.
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Ch 4 – Planting Strip Facilities
4.2.2.2 Additional Site Design
Guidelines for Furnishing Zone/
Planting Strip Facilities
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BES has found that facilities with side slopes have maintenance challenges including
plant mortality and soil migration leading to undermined sidewalk. Additionally, the
configuration is not an efficient use of the ROW, with very little of the footprint used for
managing stormwater.
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Ch 4 – Planting Strip Facilities
11’‐6”

• 11'‐6" wide required
• Thickened curb and sidewalk
required
• Not allowed in
pedestrian/commercial districts

Four options for 8' wide planting strip
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There is a new requirement for facilities with side‐slopes to have a 2' wide flat bottom
and a thickened sidewalk where the slope meets the sidewalk. When the ponding
depth is 9" this requires 11'‐6" wide facility.
There are four other options for facilities in 8' wide planting strip, two without parking
and two with parking. The most common solution has been the “swale‐ter”. The
efficient planter could be an option at corners where parking removal may be preferred
for site lines, or with the 2.5’ step‐out where parking is needed.
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Ch 4 – Ponding Depth
Section 4.2.3
Measure ponding depth from the downstream outlet or check dam
elevation. Set the ponding depth
•2 inches below the lowest sidewalk elevation;
•2 inches below the lowest top of the curb elevation;
•Equal to the beehive rim elevation;
•Equal to the gutter flow line at the upstream inlet; or
•Equal to the check dam notch elevation.

Facility ponding depth may vary, with a typical maximum of up to
9 inches. Typically, 9 inches of ponding results in about 19 inches of
vertical drop from the top of the adjacent planter wall to the
finished grade of the facility, or 15 inches of vertical drop from the
adjacent sidewalk to the finished grade. This may vary due to site‐
specific conditions and/or maintenance cycles. If the design requires
ponding deeper than 9 inches, discuss options with PBOT and BES
staff.
Generally, the following locations warrant limiting ponding depth to
6 inches:
• Adjacent to schools or
• Adjacent to parks and playgrounds.

P‐307
Environmental Services l SWMM
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Guidance has been added in chapter 4 and on the standard planter wall details for
where to measure the ponding depth to correspond with the PAC (Page 4‐17) and
typical drop heights from the sidewalk to the finish grade of the facility are
dimensioned on the planter wall details (detail P‐307).
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Ch 4 – Inlet Sizing Charts
Section 4.2.3
New Inlet Sizing Charts for facilities in the
planting strip.
• Choose design storm
• Choose # of inlets based on slope and
catchment area
• Use modified inlet on slopes 6% and
above
P‐305 Concrete
Inlet, Type Metal
w/G1 or G2
Grate

Environmental Services l SWMM

Table #-#. 10-Year Storm
1.5-foot inlets, 2-inch depressed curb

Drainage
Area, ft2

All side inlets

First inlet is
drop inlet, all
others are side
inlets

Table #-#. 10-Year Storm
2-foot inlets, 2-inch depressed curb

Drainage
Area, ft2

LONGITUDINAL SLOPE
500
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000
5,500
6,000
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,000
8,500
9,000
9,500
10,000

1% 2% 3% 4% 5%
2 2 2 3 3
2 3 3 3 4
3 3 4 4 4
3 4 4 4 5
3 4 5 5 5
4 4 5 5 6
4 5 5 6 6
4 5 5 6 6
4 5 5 6 7
4 5 6 6 7
5 6 6 7 7
5 6 6 7 7
5 6 7 7 8
5 6 7 7 8
5 6 7 8 8
5 6 7 8 8
5 7 7 8 9
6 7 8 8 9
6 7 8 8 9
6 7 8 9 9

6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9

All side inlets

First inlet is
drop inlet, all
others are side
inlets

LONGITUDINAL SLOPE
500
1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000
5,500
6,000
6,500
7,000
7,500
8,000
8,500
9,000
9,500
10,000

1% 2% 3% 4% 5%
1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 3 3
2 2 3 3 3
2 3 3 3 4
3 3 3 4 4
3 3 4 4 4
3 3 4 4 4
3 4 4 4 5
3 4 4 5 5
3 4 4 5 5
3 4 5 5 5
4 4 5 5 6
4 4 5 5 6
4 5 5 6 6
4 5 5 6 6
4 5 5 6 6
4 5 6 6 6
4 5 6 6 7
4 5 6 6 7
4 5 6 6 7

6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
2 2 2 2 3
3 3 3 3 3
3 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
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For facilities in the planting strip more detailed requirements for inlets are necessary
because gutter runoff must turn 90 degrees into the facility. Determine the number of
inlets required for the design storm, slope, and catchment area using Table 4‐1, Table
4‐2, and Table 4‐3 (Pages 4‐19 – 4‐21). Per the tables, for slopes of 6% and more, the
first inlet should be a Metal Inlet Modified with G‐1 or G‐2, (Detail P‐305).
Inlet configurations were determined using gutter flow calculations. All configurations
assume a 2‐inch depression at the inlet, 18‐inch typical gutter width or 12‐inch gutter
width when adjacent to bike lanes, and 3% road crown. Calculations assume a
standard clogging factor of 30% for typical metal inlets and 35% for metal inlets
modified with G‐1 or G‐2.
There is new basic guidance for inlets for curb extensions, but there are not inlet charts
(page 4‐18). The inlet at the entrance of a curb extension typically aligns directly with
the street gutter, so gutter runoff does not need to be redirected to enter the facility.
This makes curb extension inlets highly effective at capturing runoff. In these cases,
sediment and debris accumulation are a bigger challenge than inlet design in directing
flows into the facility.
•
0% to 5% slope: Install one inlet at the entrance of the facility, plus an additional
inlet every 30 ft along the length of the curb extension. Modify the inlet locations
to coordinate with check dams by placing inlets immediately after each check
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•
•

dam, at the high end of the bay.
5% to 10% slope: Install one inlet at the entrance of the facility, plus an additional inlet
every 20 ft along the length of the curb extension. Place inlets immediately after check
dams, at the high end of the bay.
Greater than 10% slope: Use the inlet configuration for facilities on 5% to 10% slopes
but additional modifications may be required, for example use of Metal Inlet with G‐1
or G‐2 (P‐305).
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Ch 4 – Inlets
P‐301 Concrete Inlet, Type
Metal (Rotated)
• Modification to existing curb
extension inlet

P‐306 Notched Forebay Wall
for Curb Extensions
• For use on streets with
high sediment
Environmental Services l SWMM
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P‐301 Concrete Inlet, Type Metal, for curb extensions. The inlet for the curb extension
is modified to be perpendicular to the curb. This is intended to help with sediment
removal at the inlet.
P‐306 Notched Forebay Wall for Curb Extensions is intended for certain streets with
high sediment loads to capture sediment and debris before entering the planted area
and streamline maintenance. SW‐310 is the corresponding detail for planters (page 4‐
22).
Street classifications that will require a notched forebay wall include:
•
Primary and secondary arterials, collector streets, and streets with higher
classifications.
•
Streets that PBOT sands (e.g., snow routes and steep streets).
•
Streets or sites downgradient from unpaved roads and parking lots.
•
Streets adjacent to farmland.
•
Other areas where BES has determined unusual sediment loads are likely.
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Ch 4 – Stormwater Design Changes
Section 4.2.3
• 10‐20% fines in blended soil.
Slotted pipe
• ¼ ‐ no.10 aggregate (no choker
coarse)
• Truncated underdrain
• Orifice to meet flow control. 3/8”
minimum on underdrain

SW‐317
Environmental Services l SWMM
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Changes to the underdrain pipe, aggregate, and the addition of orifice control will
impact the design of lined and partially infiltrating facilities.
Changes include:
•
perforated pipe to slotted pipe,
•
truncating the underdrain pipe,
•
one aggregate gradation around the pipe, and
•
requiring orifice (3/8” minimum) to when an underdrain is used
The proposed changes are intended to standardize construction, improve conditions for
plant health and overall maintenance, and meet flow control
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Ch 4 – Other items
Section 4.2.3
• Concrete check dams required.
• New check dam details to use
with the underdrain
configuration.

Environmental Services l SWMM
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Due to construction and maintenance problems, wood check dams are not longer
allowed. Concrete is the only check dam material. (page 4‐23)
See details SW‐312 – SW‐315.
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Ch 4 – Typical Details

Environmental Services l SWMM
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The Typical Details, SW numbered series, will remain in the SWMM. They have been
formatted to 11x17. These are the base details that may need to modified for your site
conditions.
Modified drawings are highlighted in yellow and NEW drawings are highlighted in red.
SW‐300: Swale – changes were described earlier
SW‐310: Notched Forebay for Planters NEW – this is a companion detail to the notched
forebay for curb extensions. It may need to be modified to accommodate the specific
site conditions and inlet.
SW‐311: Carriage Walk w/Trench Grate NEW – this not the preferred detail for
connecting two facilities that need pedestrian access between them, but may be
needed for some site conditions.
SW‐313, SW‐314, SW‐315: Check Dam details NEW – the new details are designed to
be used with the new underdrain configuration and provide guidance for different
facility configurations.
SW‐316: Facility Configuration Sections – modified for the new underdrain
configuration.
SW‐317: Beehive Overflow Configuration NEW – This is the typical configuration to use
for a facility with an underdrain. It includes the orifice detail, if it is required.
SW‐318: Underdrain with Cleanout Configuration NEW – This Should be used when
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there is not a beehive inlet to access the underdrain.
SW‐321: Street Trees in Facility with Rock Storage – modified to plant the tree on a pedestal
of native soil rather than overexcavate a "tree well."
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Ch 4 – Standard details
Will move to COP Standard Drawings

Environmental Services l SWMM
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Fifteen of the details are proposed to be moved to the City of Portland Standard
Construction Details. This will provide consistency for construction and maintenance
staff. Most of the details have not changed, but there are some exceptions.
P‐301: Concrete Inlet, Type Metal (Rotated) ‐ The inlet for curb extensions has changed
from angled to perpendicular alignment to the curb.
P‐305: CONCRETE INLET, TYPE METAL WITH G‐1 OR G‐2 GRATE NEW – Required on
some steep streets and where there might be concerns about water getting into a
facility.
P‐306: CURB EXTENSION NOTCHED FOREBAY NEW – Required where high sediment
loads are a concern.
P‐331: UTILITY COORDINATION SEWER SERVICE REQUIREMENTS UNDER GREEN STREET
NEW – Requirements for the cleanout if a sewer service line must be under a
stormwater facility.
P‐332: UTILITY COORDINATION WATER SERVICE LINE SLEEVING – Same information as
previous Water Bureau details, consolidated repetitive information to apply to all
vegetated stormwater facilities.
P‐333: UTILITY COORDINATION WATER ASSET CLEARANCES – Additional clarification re:
horizontal clearances between vegetated stormwater facilities and water
infrastructure.
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P‐256: RAIN DRAIN TO GUTTER – Existing standard detail with slight modification to apply to
stormwater facilities.
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Ch 4 – MSTT
Section 4.4
Added new requirements:
• Size the facility to manage the
full catchment area.
• Install a sedimentation
maintenance hole as
pretreatment.

Environmental Services l SWMM
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Page 4‐ 89.
Added requirement to size Manufactured Treatment Technologies (MSTT) to manage
the full catchment area and install a sedimentation maintenance hole as pretreatment
to standardize maintenance and design practices across the Bureau
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Ch 4 – Tree Credit
Section 4.6
• Applies only in the ROW
• New and existing trees
• Removed maximum % of IA
tree credit can manage
• Keep 100 sf for deciduous, 200
sf for evergreen

Environmental Services l SWMM
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Page 4‐91.
We removed the required 10’ distance from new impervious pavement, modified and
simplified the credit calculation given per tree, and removed the maximum percent of
impervious area that can be managed.
All street trees will receive credit in the ROW making the credit more applicable to
linear projects.
The tree credit will only apply in the ROW.
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Chapter 5 – Drainageways & Reserves
Consolidated all drainage
reserve requirements into
Chapter 5 to:
• Ease navigation through the
manual.
• Improve clarity for when
requirements apply.

Environmental Services l SWMM

“A drainageway is a
constructed or natural
channel or depression that
may at any time collect and
convey water. A
drainageway and its
drainage reserve function
together to manage flow
rate, volume, and water
quality. A drainageway may
be permanently or
temporarily inundated.”
(Portland City Code 17.38)
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Drainage reserve requirements are located throughout the 2016 SWMM. The primary
change to the 2020 SWMM includes consolidating all drainage reserve requirements
into Chapter 5.
New areas in the structure added the following:
•
Importance of Protecting Drainageways
•
Applicability
•
Exemptions
•
Drainageway Design and Determining Drainageway Capacity
•
Natural
•
Artificial
•
Crossings, Bridges and Culverts
•
Enforcement: A new section was added to indicate which existing regulations
apply to drainage reserve enforcement. Enforcement requirements apply to
unauthorized encroachments and adverse impacts within the drainage reserve,
and failures to comply with O & M Plans.
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Chapter 5 – Applicability and Exemptions
5.2 Applicability and Exemptions
Provided more clarity for when drainage reserves
apply.
Drainage reserves are exempt under the following
circumstances, as approved by BES:
• Located in Environmental Protection overlay zones
(p‐zone).
• Located in the Pleasant Valley Natural Resources
overlay zone (v‐zone).
• Identified streams per Title 33.
• Protected by a tract that equally or better meets
drainage reserve requirements.

* Drainage reserves are applied in
Environmental Conservation overlay zones.

Environmental Services l SWMM
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•

Drainage Reserves will not be placed when there are other environmental
protections that provide adequate protection, these are mostly tied to
protections provided through zoning code.

•

Applicability and exemptions will apply to any site with an identified drainageway.
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Chapter 5 – Allowable Activities
5.5.1 Allowable Encroachment Activities
A new section was added to clarify when encroachments are
allowed but still subject to BES review. Allowable encroachment
activities include the following (additional restrictions apply):
• Soft surface trails
• Maintenance and repair of culverts and water crossing structures
• Removal of nuisance plants
• Replanting with native vegetation
• Split rail fencing
• Installation of temporary fencing
• Single outfalls 4 inches or smaller
• Underground utility infrastructure
• Temporary emergency procedures

Environmental Services l SWMM
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It is now clear that projects proposing any of the listed allowable encroachment
activities within the drainage reserve do not need to go through full review for the
proposed encroachment. The list of allowable encroachments includes activities that
have a relatively low impact to drainage reserves, as determined by BES.
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Chapter 5 – Mitigation Requirements
5.5.2 Encroachment Requirements
Drainage reserve mitigation
requirements:
• Permanent disturbances: Mitigate at
a ratio of 1.5:1.
• Temporary disturbances: Mitigate at
a ratio of 1:1.
5.6 Planting Requirements
• Reduced planting density
requirements.

Environmental Services l SWMM

•
•
•
•
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Mitigation requirements apply to projects that propose drainage reserve
encroachments that trigger mitigation requirements.
Mitigation ratios depend on whether the disturbance is permanent (e.g., installing
a structure) or temporary (e.g., excavation for utility maintenance).
Planting requirements apply to projects that propose an encroachment.
Planting densities were reduced to better match best practices in restoration
planting.
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Chapter 5 – Drainageway Design and Crossings
5.7 Drainageway Design and Determining
Drainageway Capacity
• Additional site analysis requirements
are limited to projects that propose an
encroachment.
• Provided different design guidance for
natural channels, artificial channels, and
piped systems.
5.8 Crossings, Bridges and Culverts
• Guidance was added for crossings over
natural stream bed systems verses
artificial channels.
Environmental Services l SWMM
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•

Site analysis (design criteria) requirements apply to projects that propose to alter
or move a drainageway. The level of analysis required is based the complexity of
the project, proposed impacts, potential risks, and channel size.

•

Design guidance applies to projects that include a crossing or a culvert in a
drainage reserve.
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Chapter 5 – Submittal Requirements
5.9 Drainage Reserve Submittal
Requirements
Survey requirements
• Survey information is only required for projects with
drainageways within 50 feet of the disturbance
area.
• Detailed survey information of the drainageway is
only required for sites that are proposing
encroachments.
Engineering calculations
• Engineering calculations are reduced for projects
that do not impact the conveyance capacity of the
drainageway.
Environmental Services l SWMM

•
•
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New submittal requirements are tailored to the level of impact to the drainage
reserve.
Less hydraulic analysis is required for the following: the disturbance in the reserve
is temporary; it does not adversely impact existing grading; and it does not result
in construction of a new structure.
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Chapter 5 – Notice of Drainage Reserve
5.10 Notice of Drainage Reserve
Recorded at the County when:
• A drainage reserve is applied and
• there are no impacts to the
drainageway or reserve.
• An encroachment into the
reserve does not require
mitigation.

Environmental Services l SWMM
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The 2016 SWMM used a general O & M for drainageways even when no future
maintenance was necessary. The proposed changes improve clarity and no
longer require ongoing maintenance for situations when no encroachment or
mitigation occurred.
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Chapter 6, Definitions and Appendices
Chapter 6
• New chapter for vendors, MSTTs
and soil providers.
Definitions
• Updated definitions, aligned with
Sewer and Drainage Facilities
Design Manual and PCC 17.38.
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Appendix A – Stormwater Design
• Updated to match engineering
changes including the new PAC
methodology.
Appendix B – Culverts and Outfalls
• No substantive changes
Appendix C – Resources and
References
• Updated links
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The additional parts of the manual include, these items.
Two are worth highlighting:
‐
A new Chapter 6 for vendor applications for approved lists for Manufactured
Stormwater Treatment Technologies, and providers of the blended media
‐
Appendix A, which covers stormwater design has been completely rewritten to
reflect the updated water quality design storm and the new PAC methodology.
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Public Comment Period
Materials available online:
www.portlandoregon.gov/bes
/2020SWMM
Please coordinate comments
with your office if possible.
Reach out with questions.
DUE: June 19
Environmental Services l SWMM
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